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ABSTRACT

The Los Alamos Nalional Laborato~, as a national scientific resource, should be a major
partlclpanl In the development of new technologies and Ihe Improvement 01exlstlng technologies thal
will enhance the nallon’s Industrial mmpelttlveness, Bgcause the Laboratory Is a national resource
we also must lake the broadest view 01technobgy devebpment arut techno@y transfer, As we
endeavor 10convert our basic research Into useable technobgles that can be transferred to the
Industrial sector, we must recqnlze that Ihe job Is not complete when the prrxtucl erglneerlng phase
Is accomplished. A lechndogy or product appltatbn that cannot be Implemented by industry
b&cause 01hoatth and envlronrnenlal constraints will WI contribute 10our lndushlal co~etlllveness,
In a similar fashion, a sophisticated technology Ihat Is nol accompanied by the appropriate expert
knowledge base and process crmlrol strategies when technology transfer is attempted will be of
marginal use to Industry, Thus, it is essenllal for the Laboralo~ to take a multidimensional approach
10technology development and transfer to the industrial sector

The developm ml of new processing technologies for the productbn, tabricdtion, and
applkalbn of advanced materials proceede through several complementary dimensbrm The
advmcod materlala dimension Includes basic research on malerials syn!heoie, compositbn, and
pro~rliee; malerials processing research; engineering characterlza!ion and materials applications;
and product and process engineering. The heatth and enviro~’mental dimension Includes
idenlilicadon of polential health and environmental constraint; characlerizatbn of candidate
processes Ior waste and effluent quality; process optimizalbn for both economic and environmental
benefit; and dovektpment 01control strategies 10deal with heatth and onvlronmenlal problems that
cannel be solved !hrough procem modificallcm The intelligent processing dlmensbn includes
applicalbn of avtiilable sensors and the devebprnanl o: now diagnostics for real-lime procees
measurements; development of control strategies and experl qystems to use these proceaa
measurements for real-lime procesrl control; :md development of capnbilllies 10optimize working
processes In real-!ime for both product quallly and erwironmenlal acceplablllly. This paper dlscussos
these Irmutis In Ihe co.ltr.rxl 01Iho Laboratory’s ufforls 10develop Iochnobgles based cm the
proce.sslng 01the now high Iornpemfuro fiuptmxmtuctirrg ceramic oxides



1. INTRODUCTION

A coordinated approach to research and technology development directed Ioward advanced
materials involves a number of research dimensions that should be pursued in parallel, Some of the
general considerations that must be addressed in an integrated effort to develop new technologies
that are environmentally acceptable, inherently safe, and do not pose health risks are discussed in
this section.

Industry in this country is becoming increasingly aware of the cost of not maintaining high
levels of qualhy and efficiency in the production of goods and materials. Th%e costs are widenced
by lost markets, below-specification products, and waste. These problems are endemic m our
industrial base, Including the materials processing, chemical, energy, and other manufacturing and
production+ riented industries. When all of the cmt factors associated with the production of below-
specification producls are listed a~rding 10significance, lack of understanding of current processes
and ineffective process conlrol top the list. A recent report in Science (Vol. 232, 1986, p. 968),
adopted from a keynote address to the National Conference on the Advancerrtenl of Research, states
that “Indeed, the process Industries have been implementing higher and higher levels of control and
optlmizalbn for several decades. But as the industry has pursued the task, its ditlicultles have
mounted, because it has such i~erlect knowledge of lts processes, The need foi knowledge is most
acute In regard 10main reactbn pathways; mass transfer eflects; operabllhy phenomena like coking,
foaming, fouiing, and aggbrnaratbn; and the failure modes of modern process plants. Better
knowledge coutd be the key 10 increased yietds, efkiencies, selectivity and safety.”

The primary reason given for not understanding chemical processes is !he lack of reliable
chemical sensors and process analytical inshumentatbn Ihat can measure the concentratbn of raw
matedals, products, impurities, by-products, and effluents in real time. The reason is that industry
has not needed detailed process infornlatbn to be competitive in nalbnal and Intematbnal markets
However, this Is no bnger the case and the issue of nalbnal induslrlA con~tltiveness has become a
recognized cone.am of our political leadership, We have the technical capabilities 10automate and
control processes with considerable sophistkatbn, but we do not have [he real-lime process
knowledge needed to know what adjustments to make.

Prcce8s chemistry is by its ve~ nature a muhldisciplinary field centered around phy~ical
chemist~ and chemkal engineering, but requlrlng expertise In other fields inchidlng statistics,
electrkal erqjineering, optical engineering, and materials science. It wit! be through synergistk
research in all of these areas that new methods for measuring the chemkal composttbn of process
streams and a more thorough knowledge of reacrion chemistry wiil be developed. Loo Alamos can
mount a successful program III process chemistry (e.g., the Expbratory Research and Devebpment
Center for high temperature superconductor malorials processing) because it can devebp and bring
together expertise in varbus technkal areas which will incorporate the above and other disciplines
These technical areas wIII include: phyfllcal chemistry; chemcal englrmerlng; chemical cilagnostics,
instrumantatbn and sensor devebpment; data acquisitbn and analysin; and process control,
feedback and adapllve Iearnlrtg, The ultimate goal of process umtertitanding and advanced
diaurlostics Is to prov[de realtime chemical measurements Ic.r improved process control, leading to
safer, more ~,ffkient, and environmentally acceptable processes Research in this field should go
beyond the traditional control strategies 10include control systems based on artifkial intelligence and
pattern recognttbn

Our limited experience at Los Aiamos with energy extraction processes III the late 1970’s and
our conlkruing commitment to special nuclear materialg processing suggttsts that anormous berwlit
can be derived by investigations at Ihe intersection of process research and environmental research
and control Procees research and development that Incorporates a heallh and environmental
dimtrnslon ensures that procwms are oplimlzed for both ~conomlc and environmental benefit
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Conversely, the effectiveness of heafth and environmental research is maximized by understanding
me interactions of raw materials and processing parameters that generate products, effluents, and
wastes. Integration of these approaches provides a greater degree of control over the identity and
environmental behavior of effluents and wasttis, minimizes the costs of environmental cantrol
technologies and waste disposal strategies, and defines the environmental research and monitoring
required to predict the ultimate ecosystem arid human health impacts associated with the processing
and use of fhe desired products. Since this approach minimizes costs associated with environmental
control and waste disposal, it complements research directed at better process understanding and
control for more eflicienl malerials processing.

The high temperature superconducting ceramic oxides provide an excellent opportunity to
furlher explore and validate these concepts, The materials processing issues are currently the focus
of a great deal of research internationally, and also at the Laboratory through the ERDC. Because
these studies are in their infancy, there is ample opportunity to influence processes, processing
technology, process analytical requirements, process control and feedback issues, and the
environmental acceptability of these processes. There is much more flexibility at the earner stages of
development to make changes that improve efficiency and environmental acceptability, as compared
wi?h existing processes where major changes require plant and hardware modiflcatkms.

The following sections describe the baseline information required for assessment of future
research and requirements, the technical activities that should De pursued, and the Industrial
interactions that are necessary to define the importance of a health and environmental dimension In
HTS ceramic processing. The technical activities Inciude: (1) materials prccesging research directed
at correlating cmposltlon, propedles, synthetic routes, and waste and effluent generation; (2)
materials characterization; (3) etfluenl and waste characm?rlzation from proposed processes; (4)
health hazard identification and characterization; (5) process dlagnostks and control required for real-
tlme Informalkrn and processing effkiency; and (6) process optimization and englnoering for both
economic and environmental beneftt. These technical activities wIII be implemented in parallel with
other materials processing research that is pursued with ERDC resources. The emphasis for these
technical activities will be resfxmsive to industrial input about reiative importance of the activities.

11,BASELINE INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

We recognize [hat the ERDC’S industrial partners will be quite diverse both in size and depth
of experience in chemkal and maleriais manufacturing. Thus, the informatbn nGedSof various
industrial organizations will be varied. Some of the industrial partners will have extensive chemical
and materials processing uperatbns, and thus will be qutte familiar with such things as besl available
environmental control technobgiw and environmental regulations. Other industrial partners may not
have much experience in these matters. In addition, the ability of the industrial partners 10cope wilh
the unique requirements defined by the HTS materials processing operations will probably be a
function of the resm’rces of the or~anization, The heatth and environmental dlmenslon of the E.RDC
must be flexible in dealing with Ihe industrial partners, to provide the level of supporl required to
complement each industrial partner’s capabilities and experience in these areas

Av- Control Tec~ An imporlanl information need tha! will require a
significant level of attention is the health and environmental control technologies that are available for
application to high temperature supercondudlng ceramic oxkfe processing It will be imporlant 10
develop an information base that will parallel developments in HTS materials processing
Comparable activities in the bulk ceramic materials processing Irrdu.slry, Iho microelectronics device
Iabrlcation industry, and other similar !ndustrles should yiald krsighls into both the environmental
concerns and environmental control technologies Ihat are currently ueed 10mitigalo identified
concerns. Of course, because of Ihe unique and differenl properflgs of these HTS ma!erials



compared with other ceramic materials, new control technology requirements may necessitate
additional research.

Another valuable source of information will be the ERDC industrial partners. Mosl of these
companies will have extensive experience with control technology requirements for chemical and
materials processing activities. Through collatmrdlion with the industrial partners the current state of
technology can be defined, and new issues and requirements for the HTS materials will be identified.
These identified concerns can be resolved through collaborative technical efforls, Many of the
occupatio,lal health issues that must be resolved by our industrial partners for the safe and efticient
processing of these materials can be handled in a similar fashion.

E MaJM artd ~nvko~a In order to match technical
efforts with the health, safety, and environmental needs of these materials prooesslng activities, il will
be necessary to have a thorough understanding of the heatth ard environmental regulations Ihat
require compliance, including a through knowledge of the toxicology of these materials. Regulations
dealing with air quality, water quality, and solid md hazardous waste disposal have been growing
rapidly in the last ten years, and carelul compliance with these regulations must be designed into our
integrated processw. [t is implant to understand air quality standards and their impacts on
emissions, Ihe requirements for liquid and wastewater discharges and disposal, and the strict
requirements for hazardous waste handling and disposal. Because of our interactbns with a wide
range of industrial padners it also will be necessary to understand individual stale regulations and
requirgmmts, that are in additbn 10federal requirements. This is particularly true for toxic air
pollutants, since the Environmemal Protection Agency (EPA) has delegated these cor’rpliance issues
10the sIales, With this type of knowledge, the materials processing research can be directed toward
development of etficient and environmentally benign processes, At Los Alamos, several
organizations, including the Health, Safety and E!wironment (HSE) Division and !he Assessment (A)
Division, can contribute greatly to [his information gathering process.

~ It also Is important to be thoroughly knowledgeable
concerning the polential heatth and enwronmental effects thal may be encountered, it the HTS
precursor materials or waste and eftluents generated during processing are mistakenly released to
the environmwt, Plant upsets or acddental SPN18or releases of wastes will first Impaot the
occupalbnal work force It is necessary to design inherently sate processes, but it also is imporlant
10be prepared with emergency procedures to protect the worldorce from unforeseen circumstances,
Theso procedures must be desiywd cognizant of the potentia! haalth effects Ihat are associated with
tho materials behg process. These same concerns are important for the protection of the public
health, it plant upsets or accidental contamination incidents traneporl beyond the plain boundaries.
Literature searches and syslems analyses will be required to assess the possible effects, and 10
design strategies to deal with unforeseen mnsequences 01HTS mahrrials processing, We anticipate
thal Gach industrial paflner will have a great deal of experience in these areas, but there may be
unique problems and requirerrmta that are associated with the HTS rnaterlals.

it also i~ important to assess the poterltial environmental impacts on ecosystems that may
come about from HTS materials processing operations, If environmentally acceptable processes are
designed wtth appropriate control technobgies 10miligate the effects of the wastes and etlluents, Ihe
potent~alenvkmnental consequences will be minimized, However, it is still necessary to understand
the envirocrnental b~havior of these materials (wastes and effluents), including their uHimale fate and
uptake in the biosphere This information is necessa~ to define appropriate responses, In the event
of unexpected enviror~mentai releases
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Ill. TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES

The technical activities of the ERDC include basic research, materials processing research,
configured conductor devebpment, engineering characterization, device applications, and product
and process engineering. The health and environmental dimension of the overall technical program
contributes to each of these endeavors. Four families of high-temperature superconducting ceramic
oxides are currently being investigated L-ofhat the Laborato~ and internationally. These ceramic
materials are: (I ) the 1-2-3 materials, YBa2Cu307.6; (2) the bismuth-based materials, Bi2Ca2Srn.
1Cun04+2n; (3) the thallium-based materials, T12Ba2Can.1CUn04+2n; and (4) the non-co~er-
based matel”ials, Bal .xKxBi03. Clear!y, the health and environmental irrplications associated with
processing of these materials and disposal of the wastes generated from theso processes must be
addressed because of hazardous nature and potential toxicity of the elements involved in these
materials, Some of the generic steps In bulk processing and thin/thick film processing are described
in Figures I and 2, along with the types of wastes and effluents that will be generated by each
process step. Each process that Is researched must be evaluated in terms of the intermediate
products and wastes that are generated. Alteratbn of process operations to minlmlze wastes,
optimize recycle strategies, and er@oy envkonmental mntrol Iechnobgies am all polent~al steps Ihat
can be taken to mitigate adverse environmental consequences of the integrated processes. Ttre
Laboratory currently has materials synthesis efforis designed for device-oriented thin film applications
and monolithic ceramic powder prmessing for high-current ccmkrctor appllcaibns. We have
extensive characterization efforts directed at correlating electronic and magnetic properties of these
materials with their chemical, physkal, and synthesis parameters. This approach is leading to an
understanding of the sensitivities of the irrprtant materials properties to the processing parameters
that must be controlled in large-scale manufacturing operalbns,

in parallel with materials processing research, ongoing efforts have been directed toward the
design of a generic intelligent process control system that will be applied to candidate technobgies.
We envision a multipurpose oontrol system that has four major components: (1) process modeling
and optimizatbn software; (2) a health, safety, and environmental regulation rule-based component;
(3) real-time feedback and control software that integrates in situ pmcem diagnostics and outputs
with process optimizatbn and enviror,,nental rules; and (4) an adaptive learning module based on
neural ?!wor+wfor automated acanulatbn of additbnal process operatbnal experience. This
approach to process control requires cbse coordination with Latarato~ effotis in Ihe devebpment of
diagnostics ati sensors for promm monitoring. Advanced control syslems are required for materials
process technobgies to optimize process performance, reproducibility and ecorromlcs; insure that
maferlals are pioduced in an environmentally acceptable manner; and to guarantee efficient
technobgy transfer of advanced productbn tachnobgies. Laboratory or bench-wale processes are
good prospects for testing our system, because they provide challenging control problems without
overwhelming a devebpirrg control system wtfh shear numbers of proce&ses to be controlled and
alarms 10be answered. Also, high levels of control on our experimental materials processing
research albws us 10iearn how to produce materials rep~oducibly, a problem at any scale in
ceramlco processing,

~ Pr~ From exporimen[al studies conducted at Los Alamos
and other research laboratories it is apparent that the electronk and magnetk properties of the
various Iamilies of high temperature superconducting ceramic oxkfes ore very sensitive !unctbns of
the chemical cxxnfxmition and crystalline structure of the solid phases, The composltbn and siruclure
are, in turn, vew senetfive to the synthetic routes, including synthetk procursore, high temperature
chemistry (solid phase reactbn chemistry), and annealing scheduies and atmospheres. Clearly, Ihe
srwrdtivity of the desired materiala prcperfiee, as a function of the preparative ~chemes, may leave
few alternatives for procodurai changes in synthetk pathways that wlil improve environmental
acceptability of these processes. However, each high temperature superconductor family has its own
characteristics and processing requirements, end parametric studies on a renearch scale 10
understand tradeolls
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Fig, 1. Bulk processing.

mm

Fig. 2. Thin/lhlck film processing.
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between materials propWies and effluent and waste generation may yield allernate processes that
could be more acceptable
environmentally. In addition, new synthetic roules using alternate synii letic precursors may yield
significant improvements relative 10potential environmental constraints. These considerations should
be continually evaluated as existing and new syn!hetic pathways to these materials are propaed and
researched.

In the following paragraphs, we will discuss some of our materials synthesis effons directed
at thin films and powders. We will describe our laser-ablation technique for thin film deposition citing
examples from our YBCO processing activities. We also will describe some of our powder syrthesis
effons focusing on the Ihallium-based compounds, TBCCO. These descriptions include a summary
of what are believed to be the important processing issues.

1. Th;n Films/Laser Ablation Deposition, Thin film deposition by laser ablation is
accomplished by directing the output of a high-energy pulsed laser (in our case a XeCl excimer laser)
at a ceramic precursor tarLet. The resulting plume of vaporized material is then intercepted by a
suitable substrate. The process Is carried out under medium vacuum, otten with a few mlllitcrr of
oxygen to allow the film tr grow with the proper structure and oxygen stoichbmetry. Typically, wa gel
two to ten monolayer per laser pulse ablated from the target surface. The pulse repetition rate and
the amount ablated per pulse may also be Important parameters to control. The composition and
spatial charac!eristkx of the vapor plume depends on other laser characteristics, including fluence
and spot size and shape. Without optimization of these parameters the film compositbn will be
different than the target material, usually copper deficient due to selectlve redeposition. An additional
consideration is film homogeneity, which is sensitive to the spatial characteristics of the plume.
Without careful contlol, the films wIII tend to have compositional and thickness varlatbns across the
film surface. In order to avoid postdeposltbn annealing, it is necessary to oxygenate the film as it Is
deposited, This requires careful ccmtrol of the wbstrate temperature, gas pressure, and gas
dynamics at the wbstrate. In addttlon a variety of oxygen activatbn schemes 10produce reactive
oxygen atoms al the substrate surlace have been investigated and need 10be optimized. In addition
10the process paramelem that are aiready available for optimization and conlrol, we are also
planning the development of in situ optical diagnostks for reai lime mapping of pluine composition,

We have used this lechnique to depostt YBCO and TBCCO films. However, most of our
recent work has been with the YBCO materials, because of reluctance 10coat the inner surlacrm with
thallium compounds. Most of our experience with process optirnlzalbn has ben devebped in
studies of the YBCO materials. Target stokhlometry and chemical purity are known 10be important,
Other mulerials properties are also thought to be l~rlant, Properties such as chemical
homogeneity, density, ati pre+eposttbn condttbnl~ of Ihe ta~et are thought to be Imporianl
parameter In controlling !he properties of Ihe film,

2, Powder Synthesis. The preparatbn of powdem suitable for fabrication of wires and tapes
for high-current carqdng conductors Is key to large scale appllcatbns of high teqerature
supermnductivity The synthesized ceramk powders are used for pressing into rrmnoltthk shapes,
mixing into pastes for extrusbn Into wires, packing of tubes Ior swaglng and drawing Into wires and
tapes, and mixing into inks for screen printing onto substrates. Our powder synthesis efforts are
varied, and include classlcal preclpitatbn m~!hods, classical solid state techniques, and spray drying
technlquos, One of our large DOE-sponsored programs Involves the preparation of rnonollthlc
TBCCO superconductors, and we have concfmtrated on the synthesis of these thallium phases,
Because thalllum oxides are highly volatile at the temperatures that the phases aro formed,
maintaining lhdlliUn’I stoichiometry Is difflcutt, and b common to all synthetic Iechnlques currently
empbyed. Time, temperature, and oxygen partial pressure are parameters known to influence
thalllum loss from the buik ceramic. Thallium oxide volatility has mplkatlons for occupational health,
safely, and environmental issues discussed later, To alleviate some of these difficulties, we must
develop an understanding of the chemist~ and phase relationships in the TBCCO family of
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compounds, not only 10improve the materials properties but to have better control of process
effluents. Correlation of synthetic parameters with phase stability and transitions has not yet been
accomplished for these systems.

Precipitation of precursor powders from solution has been investigated as a method of
generating chemically homogeneous, fine partical size powders suitable for use in the operations
described above. Typically, the metal cations are dissolved in a suitable solvtmt, and then lhe cations
are precipitated from solution simultaneously (to allow a high degree of chemical homogeneity) with
an appropriate precipitating agent that renders the metal cations mostly insoluble in the solvent. The
resulting powders are then washed IO remove unwanted contaminants, dried, and then calcined 10
decompose Ihe precursor powder to a @waler containing the metal oxides. This step may involve the
evolution of carbon and nitrogen oxides resulting from Ihe decomposition of the original cation
courwions, in addition to some volatilization of thallium oxides. The metal oxide powder may then
be formed into shapes, and sintered to final format higher temperatures. In this process, it is
necessary 10consider not only the thallium oxide effluent from the high temperature calcining and
sintering steps, but also the solvent effiuent that is contaminated with the constituent metal cations.

Classical solid state technques involve the milling of metal oxides, or metal oxide precursors
such as metal carbonates, nitrates, etc., into an intimate mixture. This mixture is then calclned to
decompose any metal oxide precursors, and then shaped into the desired form for final sinterlng, or
casting into tapes, etc. The formed material is then sintered at elevated temperature 10yield the
superconductor in final form. In this process, the milling operation may generate fine particulate that
should be accounted for in the overall processing and waste minimlzallon strategy.

Spray drying of metal oxide precursor solutlons to generate fine particles suitable for
subsequent ceramic processing Is another viable method that has been applled to powder
generation. Again, fine partlculates represent a handllng problem, as does Ihe generatbn of carbon
and nitrogen oxides from the decompxition of the counterlons, and the generation of vapor phase
thallium oxides,

It is clear that our efforts In thin film deposition and powder processing are glvlng us insights
into the types of effluents and waste that will be generated during mznufacturlng. Examination of the
health, safety, and environmental issues associated with the synthetic routes to these materials will
lead to rational choices bcdween synthetic pathways or synthetic alternatives may be devebped. As
mentioned elsewhere, earfy identificatbn of potential problems or advantages in the process
development stage will lead to minimization of process devebpment costs.

3.) Transitloning 10 Processing Technology. Scale up of processes from a research scalg to
larger scaies will introduce etfects that wIII influence the identity and behavior of products, wastes,
and effluents. Heat and mass transfer @fects, solid-gas equilibria, and soiid-phase stoichiometrles
wi!l ail inf~uencethe chemical kinetics of high temperature processes at larger scales. These effects
will potentially alter reactbn pathways because of the kinetics effects, and must be carefully studied,
These investigations provide the opportunity to understand scaling effects in the context of effluents
and wastes, as weil as product composition and properties. Similar prcblems w;ii w encwnlered
with solutbn chemical reactions during scale-up of solution processing procedures, and these studies
WII! provide the opportunity 10optimize solution processes by changes in syrdhellc precursors,
changes in solu!ion properties, and changes in final processing to the desired materials. Both high
terrperalure soiids processing and lower temperature solution processing can be studied for Uadeofts
beh’’een product and waste properties and can be optimized for bo!h emnomic and environmental
benelit These scale-up studies are an excellent opportunity to influence effluent and waste
compositions belore the process development activities are 100far along to be changed.



B. Materials Characterization.

1, Chemical Properties. An imfmtant set of critical parameters is the atomic ratios of
elements in the various samples prepared by very diverse methods by a vely diverse group of
researchers. Methods currently exist to do metal assays and impurity concentrations in these
materials. All experiments designed to do structural studies or investigations of materials properties
should include analytical results on a routine basis. Our experience suggests that some very
interesting physics and chemistry can be postulated on poorly characterized systems. This physics
and chemistv is usually associated with those species in the materials thct were not supposed to be
there. These situations can bc avoided by utilizing the appropriate types of characterization as pan of
the research program. Characterization schemes for thin films and bulk powders are similar in some
respects, but often the characterization strategy varies markedly due to the grossly different
morphology and quantity of the material available for characterization. Techniques, such as
inductively coupled plasma (ICP) emission spectroscopy, lCP-mass spectromet~, and x-ray
fluorescence, and Rutherford back scattering (R13S)are suitable technques for determination of
major, minor, and trace elements in these materials.

In addition to the assay techniques described above, electron microprobe analysis of these
materials can provide approximate sloichiometries on volume elements of approximately 1 cubic
micron. This information can be correlated with the bulk and thin film characterization methods, and
can also be used to probe phase segregation and grain boundaries in these materials. Our electron
microprobe analysis capability differs from scanning electron microscopic (SEM) analysis by viflue of
using both wave-length dispersive and energy dispersive spectroscopes. This feature allows more
accurate determinations of elemental compositions that are required to determine accurate
stoichiometries. This has been very useful for the characterization of single crystals and also can be
applied 10thin films, It also can be used for characteflzation of powders and other bulk materials by
doing Statistid analyses of elemental determinations over many samples (i.e., spots), Rutherford
back scattering spectroscopy complements microprobe analysis in adding information concerning the
thickness and morphology of thin films.

Structural analysis using x-ray crystallography and neutron scattering as con@ementaiy
mchniq~tes also has become commonplace. These materials have also been characterized by a
variely of spectroscopic tools, including various vibrational Spectroscopes, solid-state nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy, and x-ray absorption spectroscopy,

2. Electro lic and Magnetic Properties, Because the electrical and magnetic properties of
supercotiuctors are exlremefy sensitive to composition, phase purity, and the presence of impurities,
it is important to build the correlation of the chemical and structural techniques mentiGned above with
the electronic and magnetk pmperlies exhibited by the various families of HTS materials. Bulk
materials are routinely screened using magnetic susceptibility measureme~ts as a function of
temperature and magnetic flefd using a SQUID magnetometer. Because the figure of merit for bulk
materials is the current density, the electrical resistivity and also fhe critical current densi{y, Jc, is
measured routinely as a function of magnetic field up 108 tesla. For the latter two measurements, it
ISnecessary to provkie leads 10form electrical contact to the superconductor, This is generally
performed by applying a silver contact pad 10the surface of the superconductor. The pad is formed
from silver epoxy,or plasma spraying or evaporation of a silver film onto the surface of the
superconductor. The characterization of IRin films varies in that magnetic susceptibility is not
routinely measured, w rather the eddy current inductance is measured instead. Thin films are also
subjected to microwave measurements that yield a measure of the surface resistivify, the figure of
merit for many of our programmatk thin film RF and microwave appllcatior?s.

3. Materiais Characterization for Process Evacuation. As we appiy our analytical tools to
materiais characterization, we continually evaiuate the elficacj of Ihese techniques for process
evaluation and diagnostics. For example, our experimental Ileed :0 characterize plume Corrpxition
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in laser ablation experiments, can lead to an important process dlagrtostic that could be used in
manufacturing operations for process control. As we continue our research, we will be investigating
real-time or near real-lime techniques to determine stoichiomctries, oxygen cements, morphologles,
structural information, and superconducting properties. For example, we are investigating the
possibility Of in-sitd eddy current measurements for determination of qualitative superconducting
properties “ “bin films, Concepts for in siiu x-ray fluorescence and Auger spectroscopes also are
bei~ considered for quantitative determination of cation stoichiometries. In summary, our materials
characterization efforls support our materials synthesis research, but we mmtinually evaluate the
possible use of these approaches for process evaluatbn and malerials characterization in processing
environments.

Waste Char~ In parallel with on~oi~ materials processing
rese&rch, it will be necessary to characterize processes regarding the effluents and waste materials
that will be generated. Two examples of generic processes, and the potential wastes and effluents
generated by these processes, are shown schematically in Figures 1 and 2. This activity requires
extensive chemical characterization of gaseous emissions, liquids, and solids that are generated
during processing and are not associated with the desired products. The approach is to use a
combination of classical analytical procedures and real-lime chemical diagnostics to characterize the
compositbn of these waste and effluents and 10develop an understanding of the reaction
mechanisms responsible for their generation. In many instances, the physical and bicdocjical
propedies of Ihese waste materials also require characterizatbn, in addition to the chemical
propeflies. After characterization of the fundamental properties of the effluents and wastes are
completed, preliminary studies to assess their ~terrtiai environmental behavior are rmessary.
These studies can be used to make earfy estimates of the possible environmental consequences that
may be faced withou[ progwr control strategies and waste disposal technologies. If the environmental
behavior of these materials suggesf potential negative consequences, further assessment of
ecosystem ati human health impacts is warranted. These waste and effluent characterization
activities at the earfy stages Gfprocess developrmct efforts provide useful input regarding process
modifications that lead to reduced environmenta~ constraints on the ultimate processing technology.

p. Health H-~on and C ar~h Identification and characterization of
potential heatth hazards associated with HTS material processing are also conducted in parallel wtth
materials processing rgsearch. Proposed processing operations and activities are systemati~lly
evaluated to identify potential health hazards from the HTS materiais, associated materials used in
processing, and from the operations or activities themselves. These potential health hazards arq
then characterized to determine the real potential for exposure of errployees wofiing with the
process or to the public if released from the facility, Toxicity of the materials is an impwtant
characteristic of the potential hazard, but not the only ona of concern. Limited toxicological data are
presently available, and this is limited primarily to data on pure mefais. Thallium is of greatesf
concern, currently. Additional toxicological evaluations are needed for specilic formations of the
HTS materials, to evaiuale the effect of long-term exposure Iimils. Quantities of materials, chemtcal
and physical properties, duration cdexposure, and routes of exposure are other important :actors Ihal
will determine the types and degree of control neodd for the process operalbns.

Evaluation of these factors concurrent with HTS ma!erials process development will allow
consideration of design changes or process modifications al an early perod in Ihe process
development. Work practiv~s and procedures neaded for specific process operatbns should also be
deveioped, Other issues to be addressed for quick technology fransfer include recommended health
and environmental programs for industrial hygiene/environmental monitoring, training of workers II

health hazards and controls, selection of personal protective equipment, and employee health
surveillance through medical evaluauons and bioassays.
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~Pr~ce~~ Di~_ am co ntro~ Process diagnostics and control are the keys to
development of a fundamental understanding of reaction pathways and chemical kinetics that
contribute to the design of efficient processes. Most physical parameters, such as temperature,
pressures, flow rates, etc,, can be adequately nmnitored in real-lime with commercial sensor
technology. The abillty to make mal-time in sfiu chemical measurements is a much less matur8
technology. Acalyllcal chemical characterization of process streams will have Its foundation in
classical analytical chemistw measurements, including spectroscopy, chromatography,
electrochemistry, and flow injection analyois. However, cent inued devebpmel d of advanced chemical
diagnostics for real-time measurements will be essential. Ona primary focus is the development of
practical prototype instruments for on-line analysis. This capability will require experllse in the design
of instrumer~ls thai will furtction in the process plant environment. A second focus is the development
of in-line chemical sensors and protm. These efforts will need to combine expertise in analytical
chemist~ with materials chemistry 10devebp rugged sensors that will have selective chemical
responses. Technobgy transfer of advanced instrumentation into industrial environments and
applications will be extremely irtpxtant.

Data at qulsitbn and analyslsof these prrxess parameters is essential for devebpment of
feedback bop and process control strategies. The incorporation of multivarfate statistical !eclmques
10obtain the maAimum arrmunt of Infommtbn from chemicaf moi+suremenls is aliowmg the analysls
Gfsampie maIrlces that could net be handled with classkal data analysis methods. Pattern
recognitbn and multlvariate statlstks also wIII ass!st In understanding !he chemistry of processes and
in providinq now methods for process modeling and control. The ultimate goal of this process
undewtanding met advanced dlagnostks i~ to provide real-,.. 3chemical rrwdtoring for improved
process control, leading to safer, environmentally acceptable, and more eftlcierr! prccesses,
Research in Ibis field should go beyond the tradltbrml control strategies to Include control systems
based on arllfklal Intelligence and pattern recognition.

Our current efior!s involve the coupllng of the ASPEN process modellng code wtth PC based
experl systems to nlbw users to make nmre efficient use of ASPEN. This is important so that
chemical engineer!) and materials scientists can collaborate on aspects of process optimization, as
various materials processing routes are expbred, This work is mntlnulng,

We also are mntlnulng the evaluatbn of the expert system G2, that has been developed by
Gynsum Corporatio,l. Many of the process conlrol tasks that WNbe required In the Imtlal stages of
our process devebpmenf actlvltles may be accomplished with this sdtware. We have had extensive
discussbns with both Qynsum CorporalIon and the ASPEN people and troth are enthusiatitlc
concerning our plans for coupllng these packages through a software Interface. Both organ[zalbns
have ofiered assistance In accomplishing this task. In this iashbn, G2 can lake advantage of the
powerlul plant slmulatbn capabll!tles oi ASPEN, Our concept Is to use ASPEN oiillne (on a separal~
computer) to understand varbus processing scenarios and provide Input back to G2 concerning
process slndations, without Irrferferlng with the real-lime control potential oi G2. We also have
Identiiled a hardware Intetface for Ilnkage of the process control software with process dlagnostl.
Instrumentation, tlscusslon wtth the vendor have Indicated Ihaf some soitware devebpmem WIIIbe
requlr~d,

Working with new technologies invariably means dealing with processes that are not entirely
undersbcd, Observations oi Input versus output can lead 10rules that are very reliable for controlling
processus, Ar, ftxperl system built on such rules makes the technology !ransier possible without
transferring the expert, who has been involved In developing the process operation experIlse. This
approach is an excellent way to exert process control beiore the process Is understood 10an extent
that it can be modeled mathematically, This approach facilitates technobgy implementation, In
addition, environmental regulations and constraints, Ihat cannel be described algorithmically, can be
added 10Ihe process control expert system In Ihls fashion, the process can be optlmlzed and
operated for both product qualify and h~alth and environmental acceptability, Another podtlve aspocl
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of expert system process :ontrol, Is the ability to incorporate change. This change can result from a
more thorough understanding of the process that can develop after the initial technobgy
implementation. A future possibility Is that the expert system can be designed !s learn In a fashion
similar to the procgss engineer. This gmerging process control concept is based on neural netwo~s,
where the expert system is albwed to adapt as the process changes, This could be a great
advantage for processes that become more sophisticated as they change over the years, but also
would be quite Irnporlant for dealing with small perturtratlons that wcur more frequently (e.g., process
upsets). The approach when deallng with emerging technobgles Is to devebp design rules and
process control rules in parallel. In the earty stages this wIII be a data base, then a knowledge base,
and lhep a fu!ly capable expert sys.am. If the [echnobgy development continues in this manner,
there will be synergism between the various process rlevebpmem dimensions, and ultimately a rrwch
~ie powedul process control system. It Is much better than designing process control strategies
after the product devebpment stage Is co~leled.

F, prm~ Prwmsfta During the course of the
ERDC’S research effofis and collaboratlorw with industry, various prw.esses will move from a
research stage to a devebpment stage, an understanding the effluents and wastes trum these
processes will evolve, and !Mer process diagnoslks will become available for monitoring. As
progress Is made In these areas, process optlmlzatton and engineering to develop Integrated
processes will become an Important activity. The~e efforls wIII Involve sub-unit design and process
integratbn, with optlmlzatbn using economics and prcduct qualtty as Important variables. At this
stage of technology development, it also wIII be Impofianl to corrslder the Informatbn generated by
the heatth and envlrorrrnental dlmerrsbn of the program, and optimize processee In the
muttktlrnensbna! variable space defined by economics, product quallty, and environmental
acceptabhtty. Collaborations wtth the Irxhstrla[ partners to devebp and exercise process models Is
an efllcient way to pursue these Investigatbns. Of coume, these modeling studies and optlmlzatlon
eftorts will require experimentalvalldallon, presumably at development or pilot plant scale% Because
the Industrial partners prewmably have extensive experience with theao latter stages of procoss
design and e,rglneerlng (at least regarding economics and product quallty), these Investlgatlons will
reoulre the cbsest collaboration between the L~boratory and the Industrial partrrere,

IV, SUMMARY

~LJ_ Extensive Interactbns wllh Industrial representatives thal vlslt the
ERDC will be required to determine the remgnttbn of and the support for a health and environmental
dimension in the Los Alarnos program. There are a number of possible rerprwes that can he
antlclpattd from Industry. There may not be an appreclatbn of the need for this kind of research 10
complement the materla!s prcmsslng research and devebpment. A second pmlblltty may be thal
larger Industrial participants have In-house programs to address those concerns, while smaller
industrial concerns do not have resources to Independently address these Issueo, A th!rd posslblllty
may be that rmst Induslrlal partners recogrrlze the Importance of these Issues, but would prefer Ihal
Los Alarnos address lhe~e concerns in th~ cordexl of Ptewoverall program, We should wrllclpalt) a
wide range of responses to the importance of a health and environmental dlmenslon, und we should
jesign a flexlble program that can interlace with Induslrlal parlne~s at any stage of research and
development. We belleve that this will be an &ire&01research for Los Alamos, that will lead 10urrkym
contributions In the area of HTS materials processing.

II also will be necessa~ 10Interact w’llh Industrial vlsttors to dotermlne the slat~ 01Iechncdogy
In a nurrlber of Important areas, Most Imporlanlly, it Is essential 10eslabllsh a dialogue w~lh Industv
representatives concerning current asseoementu of the health and ervlronmental acceptability of
exlstlr?gprocess technolog, js and envldoned procmses. This wIII be rec ~’red 10dellne the currant
occupational health and environmental corrtml technology Issues thnt must be resolved. II also wIII
be necessary to probe Industry perceplbns concerning tlw current effwtlveness of exlstlng control
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techrmbgles and the need for new strategies. Another imporlant issue Is the current state of process
dlagncdcs and control, as well as monitors for occupatbna! heatth requirements. Requlremenls for
real-lime in sdu measurements for process monitoring, data acquisitbn and analysls for process
control, and process optimization Issues will be defined through condnulng dlabgue between
Latmrato~ researchers and inductrfal partners. Montiorirl needs for occupational health concerns
als - will be defined by these discussbns. It is through interactbn process with industrial partners
thai future research directbns in the program’s health and environmental dimension will be
determimct.

Lastly, it wiil be imfxrrtant to continue interactbns wtth the industrial partnem to define future
processing technologies that should be subjected to critical health and environmental assessments.
In additbn, new ,malerials with desirabfe propmties that may enter inta a process development phase
also should be evuluated regarding the health and environmental issues 10be considered during
development. It is through this continuing dialogue with industry that the Los Alamos heahh and
environrnmhl dimension of the ERDC will remain producWe and effective.

B l-al Co~ The main goal of these industrial ideractions will be to develop
an industrial market and resource base for the heafth and environmental dimensbn of the ERDC.
The first step in this process will be to establish the irqlorlance of this approach, and the research
that is required to develop ecmomlc and environmemalfy acceptable processes for HTS materials.
At this stage if is dif’flc-utfto predkt lndust~ response to these concepts. However, many of the
inquiries to the Laborato~ since the forrnatbn of the ERC C have deaft with some aspect of the safety
ati heafth issues asswiated with hmdllng of these materials, for exarrple the concerns and
dlffkulties wtth processing of T1-based mateflals.

Another aspect of these Interactbns will be to establ!sh our interests and capabilities that can
contribute to the health and environmental dirnensbn of the program. It will be necessary 10educate
our industrial partners concerning Los Alamos !meresls in health and envimnmenta[ iswes, and our
desire to dehelup basic research and programmatic efforls Ihal address this irrporlant natbnal issue,
It also is important to dmvcasa Los Alaimos expertise and capabilities that are available for excellent
research and technology development In these areas. Obvious strengths that are applicab% to the
health and environmental dimensbn incfude: (1) our extensive capabilities in etfluent and ‘wast~
characterization and our evolving experhmce in waste mlnimizatbn through process innovation; (2)
our excdlent capabilities In physical and chemical diagnostics, data acquisttbn and analysis, and
procBss control; (3) our process optimizatbn and engineering expertise; and (4) our established
oxperfise in etfluent control and waste disposal technology development. The @mbinatbn of our
mtereats and experflse placo us In a competitive positbn to add, ess aspects of health and
environmental issueo of H-S materials processing through an integrated research and technology
development approach.


